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THE CARROLL -NEWS 
Edited For and By. the Students of John Carroll Univer&ity 
Vol. XVIII CLEVELAND, OHIO, MARCH 30, 1938 No. 10 
• 
• • ID the bag • • 
on the run. The Carroll News made a prediction 
last issue that Carroll would beat Reserve. Re-
serve fell. It now makes another prediction. We're 
goiug to beat Pittsb~trgh. 
ln the wildest, wooliest, worstcst hockey game that 
Cleveland or any other town ever saw, Carroll 
last night at the Arena, in the second and final 
game of the playoffs, defeated \Ve tern Reserve 
University, 2-1, in an overtime game. Both goals 
were scored by the cia siest wingman in the col-
lege hockey league, Eddie Ar enault, the first on 
an assist from John Manfosky at 3 :4() o£ the third 
period. The other was scored by Arsenault on an 
assist from Fred Rancourt after forty seconds of 
the overtime had elapsed. 
pionship. It was the fact that each and eyery one 
of those men out on the ice played superb hockey. 
on the ice with the brilliant work of the two de-
fense men, Ted Lempges and Jimmy Wilson. The 
few times Reserve succeeded in breaking through 
the defense they peppered Captain Danny, but last 
night was one night that Ryan made sure they 
didn't score. AI Sutton, Joe Hoctor, and George 
Zemba contributed enthusiastically to the victory. 
Back to the game. That was the best that either 
you or I or anybody else has ever been privileged 
to watch. Carroll really was out there and fighting 
and they won a championship. Let's give all the 
boys a big hand and slap on the back today. They 
deserve it. And now on behalf of the student body 
of John Carroll University the Carroll News takes 
this opportunity to sincerely congratulate each and 
every member of the hockey team on their victory. 
And now remember our slogan for the next few 
days, ON TO -PITTSBURH! 
Carroll' hockey team did itself proud last night. 
It made every student who attended Ia t night's 
game want to throw out his chest and yell for the 
world to hear "1 go to Carroll. That's my hockey 
team out there." It wasn't o much the fact that 
the team beat one of its old rivals and won a cham-
Eddie Arsenault literally gaye 'lhe Reserve goalie 
the hot foot in the first eight minutes of play, 
shooting the puck at him from every angle and 
only sensational stops by the Reserve goalie saved 
the game from being put on ice then and there. 
Rancourt played the most brilliant hockey he ha· 
produced so far this year. Manofsky with his 
passing and dogged determination to get that puck 
down the icc was another main factor in Reserve's 
defeat. Captain Danny Ryan had very little to do 
But that's only half of it. We've been exuberating 
over the victory last night, and have let it slip, 
our minds that we play Pittsburgh for the cham-
pionship of the league. After the fight that was 
shown last night we are going to take Pittsburgh 
'Lit:tle' Jack Lit:t:le t:o Play for Prom 
A d I I b h v· J. THOUGH scooped by a few garrulous gentlemen who happen to be "in the know," the Carroll News n es, nanges ac ICl..Ors today publishes the official statement of Prom King Robert Heut chc concerning the engagement 
· of an orchestra. In an exclusive interview yesterday Heutsche said, "With the hiring of Little 
In Fresh man Debate Tourney ~aacr~ot~tti~i=t~~;~:; fine band, we (the Prom Committee) feel that the Prom will now be the biggest in 
I N one of the most heated battle of the debating season, Ivan Andes and Robert Hangesbach defeated James Carroll and Tom Roche to win the Fre hman Debate Tourney. Andes and Hangesbach displayed 
their ability by winning the four eliminating debate and the final contest 
which was held .March 10, in the John Carroll Auditorium. In winning 
the tourney, Andes and Hangesbach will receive the Fre hman Debate 
medal· awarded each year by the John Carroll Ordtorical ociety. 
The winners. partner throughout the debate, proved their versatility by 
defending equally well both the affirmative and negative ides of the sub-
ject, Resolved: "That the 'ational Labor 
Relations Board should be empowered to 
arbitrate in all industrial di putes.'' 
Large Numbers of 
Freshmen Participate 
Narcotic Agent: Talks 
To Sociology Group 
Andes. an Akron man, attended St. Vin- MR. MICHAEL COLLEGE~lAN, a 
cents High School, while Hange bach i~ Federal 'arcotic Agent, delivered 
a Clevelander, having received his high 
school education at Willoughby High 
School. ·either had any experience in 
debating previous to entering the fresh-
man tournament. 
The tournament is an annual affair pon-
ored by the Oratorical ociety, limited 
to freshmen, and is u ually one of the 
most ucces ful events of the school year. 
Considerable more interest wa shown 
this year than in preYious year ·, ixty-
four having entered, almo t one-third of 
the freshman class. The Oratorical So-
ciety has always endeavored to develop 
the students as a debater, primarily ac-
compli hing this purpose through intra-
mural competition. 
a lecture supplemented by demonstrations 
to both the day and evening sociology 
·tudents in the biology lecture room, 
Wednesday evening, March 16. 
This statement mean just what it says. The "collegiate set" knows well the talents and the renown of 
Little Jack and his orchestra. They know that his name mean the best in dance bands. And knowing 
that, they'll flock to Hotel Cleveland 
Wednesday evening, April 20 (yes, 
that's definite now) to attend Carroll 
Prom :t\o. 18. 
So we have these factt:o. The John Cc~.r­
roll Promenade will be held on Wed-
nc day evening, April 20, in the main 
ballroom of Hotel Cleveland. Little 
Jack Little and his orchestra will sup-
ply the music. 
Committee Changes 
Traditional Menu 
Add to that the fact that the com-
mittee has arranged for the distribution 
of artistic and expen ive favors for the 
feminine attendants, that the menu will 
not be chicken a Ia king but rather 
a main course that features baked ham, 
that a special souvenir edition of the 
Carroll News will be issued, that the 
programs will be a thing worth keep-
ing, and you have a dance the like of 
which Cleveland will have never seen 
before. 
DURING the past year, Little and his orchestra have played in the 
following hotel : Peabody, Memphis, 
Tenn.; Gibson, Cincinnati; Palmer 
House, Chicago; and the Astor, New 
York. Besides these they have played 
at the Aragon and Trianon ballrooms 
of Chicago. They are a featured pro-
gram on the Mutual Broadcasting Sys-
tem and on the RKO circuit. Last sea-
Prom's Swing Master 
This angle 
shot of Little 
Jack L i t t I e , 
shows him con-
templating his en-
g a g e m e n t for the 
eighteenth John Carroll 
Prom, April 20. 
son they appeared in Cleveland at the 
Mayfair Casino. 
The orche tra will come directly to 
Cleveland for ti'o-e Carroll Prom from 
the Lowry Hotel in St. Paul, Minn. 
According to Heutsche, an agreement 
has been made in '\lfhich Little's ap-
pearance at the Prom will be the first 
in his stay at Cleveland. 
Another announcement of importance 
was that concerning Tuxedoes and cor-
sages. According to William Duffin, 
who is in charge of these arrangements, 
special prices will be obtained for the 
rental of the former and the purchase 
of the latter. He said .that sample cor-
sages would be displayed soon and that 
orders would be taken at the same 
time. 
TURN T O PA GE F OU R 
~V c believe the item there will interest 
yon. Rcce111ly the question was raised 
aud put i11to praclice in a llllivllrsity ia 
l11diana: "1 s it practical mid agreeable to 
the college jtormg men and wome1~ to in-
stall a system whereby on eve-ry fo~trth 
da.te a fellow has witlt a girl, she bears 
the e11tire expen-se of that datef'' ~Ve are 
priltti11g the exact stateme11ts from s<mre 
of o11r Carroll students all{i wo~tld aP-
preciate your ideas 01~ the matter for fnw-
licati<m. 
Mr. Collegeman related how opium was 
smuggled into the United States, how it 
was distributed from the big dealer to the 
fellow in the street who sold it in sA;Jall 
quantities. After describing the methods 
that the agents u cd in tracking down 
dope fiends and peddler , he enumerated 
many instances where he himself had 
aided in the capture of "junkers." From 
personal observation he dramatized the 
method by which a " I)eedball," a mix-
ture of opium and cocaine, wa taken by 
a drug addict. He claimed that physically 
an addict might be cured in twenty-one 
days but that he could not be cured 
mentally. After the lecture samples of 
the drugs were on display. 
The competition thb year was extreme-
ly keen because of the large number of 
contestants. The winners had to progress 
(Continued 011 Page 4) 
----- Carroll Faculty and Students 
Oratorical Contest Preliminaries Journey to Soda.lity Convention 
Department Forms 
Spanish Club 
To Be Held Tuesday, April 12 
T HE preliminarie of the Annual utes in length and faculty member will Oratorical Conte~t will be held on select U1e finalists. 
Tuesday, April 12, it was announced re-
CCJJtly by the Re,•. Charlc- McDevitt 
Ryan, S.J., profes or of speech at John 
Carroll. 
The conte ·t, one of the major e\·ent · of 
the foren ic activities of the college, will 
be climaxed by the awarding of the 
oratorical medal for the best original ora-
tion given by the fin a lists before a stu-
dent convocation. 
Tryouts will be held to decide which stu-
dent· hall participate in the finals. Any 
ophomore, junior, or senior may enter by 
submitting his name to Father Ryan. 
Speeche for the tryout · will be five min-
IT is pre umed that the following stu-dent , active during the year, in de-
bating and public speaking, will enter: 
Blinn, Burlage, Corrigan, Cosgrove, Deal, 
DeFranco, Din mone, Ferrie, Fogarty, 
Fornes, McCaffrey, McGannon, 11c-
Manus, Nichols, Osborne, Rambousek, 
James Smith, and Victory. It is empha-
sized, however, that anyone wishing to 
enter may do so. 
In past years the contest has given rise 
to much competition and profitable effort 
and it is believed that in view o[ the 
extensive speech activities of the debat-
ing society and a large number of the 
tudent body the contest will stimulate 
eren greater interest. 
0 N Friday, March 25, two priests, the Rev. Cecil B. Chamberlain, 
S.j., and the Rev. William P. Hagerty, 
S.J., accompanied by three of the Uni-
versity student , Edward A. Rambou-
sek, Carl Burlage, and William T. Duf-
fin made the trip to Chicago to attend 
the National Sodality Convention held 
there at the Hotel Morrison. 
Fr. Chamberlain is the Moderator of 
the Carroll Sodality, while Fr. Hagerty 
went as the Moderator of the Winde-
mere Sodality. Rambousek is prefect 
of the Sodality, and Duffin and Bur-
lage went as official delegates to the 
convention from Carroll. 
At the convention, the Carroll Sodality 
was well represented on the floor of 
the convention. making ix Committee 
reports out of a total of eighteen which 
were made during the two days of the 
gathering. 
Burlage represented Carroll in the 
Catholic Leadership Committee and 
was chosen by its members to make 
the official report from the speaker's 
platform. 
Fr. Chamberlain served a chairman of 
one of the Catholic Collegiate discus-
sion groups. These groups acted on the 
various resolutions in committee, dis-
cussing them in their entirety and giv-
ing their views concerning them. 
SEVERAL resolutions which the Carroll delegates proposed were 
adopted by the group. Duffin created 
a discussion when he proposed that the 
group adopt a resolution which urged 
the sodalists to take a sane attitude in 
regard to the drinking of intoxicating 
liquors. The idea was he said: "To look 
at intoxicating drink not in the man-
ner in which sodalists have been admon-
( C ontimced 01• Page 4) 
At the first session of the John Carroll 
Spanjsb Circle held Friday, March 11, 
Frank A. LaSalvia was elected '{>resident, 
Raymond McGorray, vice-president, and 
William Normile Secretary. The Span-
ish Circle, which holds its meetings every 
Friday at 12:20, was formed for the 
purpose of acquainting its members with 
the political, social, and economic oppor-
tunities and events of Spain and Latin 
America, familiarizing them with the cus-
toms, literature and art of these countries, 
and at the same time for the purpose of 
serving as an opportunity to improving 
their ability in Spanish conversation. 
Although the constitution is still in the 
process of formation, it is probable, ac-
cording to Frank LaSalvia, that there 
will be three types of members in the 
Club, the senior, junior, and honorary 
members. The senior members will in-
clude those students who have completed 
( Co11tilwed 01• Page 4) 
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••• come on 
you would-be websters .... 
It was recently announced that the annual orator-
ical contest would be held in the near future with 
the preliminaries to be held on April 12. It would 
be rather difficult to overestimate the value to be 
derived from such competition for any of those 
who have interest and ability in public speaking. 
It is with a sense of this value that the Carroll 
News .most earnestly urges every one with this 
ability to support this activity which has been for 
many years one of. the most important extra-cur-
ricular activities of Carroll. In this way the con-
testant will not only promote the best interests of 
.. J.C.U. but will also derive the ve~:y valuable ex-
perience which is to be yours for asking. 
• • • watch out 
you junior debaters • • • 
Among the many pleasant duties of a college pub-
lication perhaps none is more gratifying than that 
of giving a word of well deserved praise to one of 
our fellow students. It is especially pleasing to be 
able to pass some of this praise on to the Fresh-
man class. So as we look over the news of the 
past fortnight there is one especially outstanding 
achievement of that class- that is the winning of 
the Freshman Debate tournament by Ivan Andes 
and Robert Hangesbach. In fighting their way 
to the top over a field of sixty-[our contestants 
the e two men displayed a forensic skill which 
should be an important contributing factor to the 
success of our varsity teams for the next two 
years. And so we say to you, I van and Bob, con-
gratulations on a job well done. 
••• stick to 
pitching the bu II • • • 
Although the men of Carroll have long been fa-
mous as pitchers of woo and bull, we regret to 
note that lately they have broadened their field to 
that of pitching garbage in the cafeteria. Such a 
practise is not only destructil'e of food but is also 
most contrary to the jnstincts of a gentleman. 
It is unfortunate that any of our students who 
have gained for themselves the reputation of gentle-
men should be stam~ed into such a practice of 
self defense against those of our number who are 
not so ocially inclined. Although it is true that 
at times one of gentle breeding might forget him-
self and fall into such a practice, nevtreheless, the 
idea of college men falling into habits of unman-
nerly and unschooled children cannot be condoned. 
Although only a few have been guilty of such dis-
courteous activity and although it is true that on 
the whole men of J. C. U. wiuld never stoop to 
such an insane thing, we should all cooperate to 
show that stupid minority the error of their ways 
and stamp out this vicious practice. 
THE CARROLL NEWS 
Double Talk 
By Regi:; McGann and Jack Hunt: 
W E START today with pleasant • • news. ,When twenty-one more days 
• and night have passed from our 
April calendar, the ocially minded litudents of 
J.C.U. will find themselves swinging around the 
ballroom of the Cleveland Hotel to the lilting 
rhythms of Little Jack Little, master of the key-
board, and his orchestra. Before going further, 
however, we wish to toss our small hunk of con-
gratulations at Chairman Bob Heutsche and his 
committee for their excellent taste in orchestras. 
FORGETTING the orchestra for the • • • moment, however, we go on to the Prom 
itself, easily the most important event in all of 
Carroll's social life. Anyone who can possibly 
attend owes it not only to himself, but to the 
school and the student committee to go to the 
Prom. You owe. it to the schoof because you are 
Carroll men and this is a Carroll function. You 
owe it to the committee because, they are your 
classmates who are working unceasingly to pro-
vide you with a real evening's entertainment, in 
which endeavor they will undoubtedly succeed. 
... For the seniors it will be your last Prom as 
an undergraduate. This should be a determining 
factor in favor of your attendance. For the 
freshman, it will be your first. Why don't you 
make it one of the habits from which there will 
be no deviation in your four year stay? For the 
sophomores and juniors, if you've never attended 
a Carroll Prom, make this your first ; i£ you have 
attended one or more, add this year's to your 
1i t. You won't regret it . .• 
.. . And so, in our humble way, if we have suc-
ceeded in persuading anyone to attend the Prom 
or have reaffirmed anyone's desire who had al-
ready planned to go, we will feel free to allow 
ourselves a wee bit of pleasure. 'N so to our 
regular line of stuff and nonsense ..• 
* * * * 
ST. PATRICK'S DAY proved to be a real boomer ... Many of the lads started the celebration in 
the morning and didn't stop until another morning b-'d 
dawned ... Grisanti 's was u,e foeti! point of both the 
afternoon and evening revelry. What we saw there was: 
... Marty Scully ordering, of all things, a roast beef din-
ner . .• Slim Rudich and John Gruela with two nifties from 
Heights . • . Jimmy Breslin in a tux • • . Jack Kenney 
swearing that if he heard "Loch Lomond" once more, he 
was going to have it drained • . at least for part of the 
time .. , . Jim Callahan, as always, with Martha Sweeney 
. .. Tom O'Conner " rapt'' in conversation with Rita Koch 
... Babe Clifford coming in aiter the Hibernian dance, and 
not with Cy LeVoie either . . . Joe (Mc)Cerino really 
entering into the spirit of things . . . And any number of 
other things which lack of space puts the lid on .. . On 
to the rnurmers • .. .. 
••• that big 
little band • • • 
With the announcement by the Prom comn:ittee 
of their choice for the musical chores of the grand 
affair at the Cleveland Hotel on the twentieth of 
April, comments of approval were heard on all 
sides. Little Jack Little was one of the first of 
our nation's band leaders to take to the air waves 
with such great success. He has also gained for 
himself a very enviable reputation as a "baton 
wielder" at the cream of college dances. And so it 
is with supreme confidence that we can indorse the 
choice of the committee and feel that the eighteenth 
Prom will live up to the high standards and up-
hold the mellow traditions which have always been 
a feature of Carroll's number one social attivity. 
• • • may he 
rest: in peace • • • 
It was with sincere regret that his many friends 
learned of the recent death of Bishop O'Reilly. The 
editors of the Carroll N (."'.Vs wish to take this op-
portunity to add their tribute to the many expres-
ion of sympathy of his host of friends who in-
clude all who have come in contact with his lovable 
personality from every walk of life. Bishop 
O'Reilly was another example of the Carroll grad-
uate who rises high in his chosen field. With the 
characteristic Carroll spirit Bishop O'Reil!ey rose 
not only into one of the highest ecclesiastical posi-
tions but he also held a high place in the hearts of 
his flock. Thus we say Requiescat in Pace. 
MURMERS FROM THE MOB ... Paul Waldner has his class ring back again. 
It was out for a month or so . . . Bill M.anning 
and Chuck Sheehe took in Kent State's prom 
last Saturday, which featured Bob Crosby ... 
Paul O'Neil crashed the front page of his home 
town newspaper the other day ... Charlie 
Kelly went on a date a while ago armed with 
a nickel and a car-pass . . . Johnny Parnin caused 
a minor riot by dragging his pet snake to a 
class ... Jimmy Wilson has been squiring Hazel 
Leslie of !ate ... Vrsuline's Betsy Schneider was 
the unfortunate victim of appearing in that cir-
culating scratch pad, Dance News. You have 
our sympathies, chum : .. 
* * * + 
NOTED upon the arrival of spring. • • • Bill Hainen and Joe Quayle hotfoot-
ing it for the golf course without thought of their 
first class, to say nothing of the rest of the day 
... "Jumping'' John Meilinger, the cause of the 
jump, Ed Willard and Ted Lempges headed for 
Notre Dame College ( ?) ... Billy McGannon 
lowering the top of his "convertible" ... Cad 
Giblin's haircut . . . Chuck Heaton's sunburn 
which looks like the lamp variety, but Churck 
says it the real McCoy ... Bob McAteer looking 
the same way ... Bill Thomas sleeping to his 
heart's content now that basketball season is 
passed 
* * * * 
BACK to the murmers . .. Ed Zurlinden and Jack Mohr were trotting around with the Dolluss twins the other 
p.m .... Joe Hoc-ter and Kay Murray are still together. 
Our mistake, Kay, sorry . . Gene Kirby insists that he 
attends such entertainment as is offered at Shadowla_od and 
the Highland Club merely as a critic which sounds to us 
like just so much stuff • .. Carl Estenick bas been a fre-
quent visitor at Edith Bauer's .. . Lee Ruddy claims that 
he has no de£ire to see his name in this column, but a few 
o! his friends declare otherwise .. . Jim "Brute" Begley 
has been counting the days since Rita Nolan bas been 
away to school at St. Mary's, Ind., which means employ-
ment for some alert gent if more than tell days has elapsed 
... Jack Forhan and Ray Gardner have Ruth Rosfelder and 
Vera Fradette all dated up for the Prom ... joe Cerino 
still spends his nites presiding l>ver the Golden Glow bar 
•.. Most of AI Sutton's spare thoughts still stray toward 
a certain attraction at Ohio Wesleyan; a most attractive 
attraction too •.. Vin Collins sees red when he hears of 
others dating Rita Sinclair .•• 
I 
* * * * 
FOR some really amusin~ anecdotes, li~ten in on Dave Ferrie when be' s m a story telhng mood. 
The other day he kept us in stitches for over an hour. 
Oh yeah? ... Ralph Jones, entrepreneur of our local soda 
fountain emporium, probably stands fore more gulf than 
any other person in the school . • . Here's sad news to 
some of the permanents; \"" Penthouse, that upstairs grog 
hou e on Fairmount Boulevard, may close its doors soon 
. .. Charlie Paskert is carrying the torch for Lois Himes, 
but her class ;ring rests on the fing<l' of another . • • The 
Williams brothers, Ed and Bob, were optimists enough to 
buy !938 license plates for tbat "supercharger special" of 
theirs . . Some of the boys would like to know why 
Dick Domanski always ends up his dates 011 Bonniewood 
Drive ..• Marty "Slim" Scully has discontinued his morn· 
ing bus service to school ... To feed the public.ity hunger 
of Mary Lawton, we he.re\ry present her name ... Wally 
Vitou and Margaret Stepanik are partnering •.. Jerry 
Trudel could prob~bp show off those two gals' pictures 
he carts around -wifn him to better advantage 1f he put 
them on the bulletin board . . . Frank McGinty may or 
may n.ot uke Ge" Corriean to the prom ... Jack DeWan 
has been giving the Halle switchboard operator a workout 
in his efforts to get connected with Phylis Long down there 
. , . Tom Nolan, plague of every speed cop between here 
and Painesville, is equally plagued by the thoughts of Betty 
Bowler ... \Ve would have liked to have read the article 
concerning the quality of the Carroll mans' date. But un· 
fortunately, we fear that it will never reach the publication 
st:lge .. , Bob Debevec has earned the name o! the "Cin-
derella Man" from his pals since he divested his date of 
her shoes at a recent party ... Is George Otto. who criti-
cizes many another fellow's girl as being 1'juvenile," dating 
a Kirk Junior High babe(y} on the sly? ... Tom Hopkins 
thinks more than just a little of Marion Kapon, or do you, 
Tom? ... Overheard somebody saying that Jim Osborne 
is interested in a gal from away out in Arkansas . • • Well, 
that 's about enough till another edition. Be Sl'eing all of 
you at the P rom, we hope. Till then, so long .•• 
Brief Book Review 
I N THESE late days when publishing houses like Sheed and Ward, Bruce, and others have 
been coming into prominence, the students have 
raised the questions of the contributions made 
to literature, if any, by authors of the Roman 
Catholic Church. These two houses have brought 
men such as Hitlaire Belloc to the fore and are 
rapidly going further. But has the Church had 
adherents which have contributed to the founda-
tions of modern English Literature? The answer 
will be found in the book ENGLISH CATH-
OLIC AUTHORS FROM CHAUCER TO 
DRYDEN, written by Dr. Elbridge Cilby, (a 
Wednesday, March 30, 1938 
··············································-. . 
Just Stuff 
By Paul Vincent: 
. . . . . . . . 
: 
!! 
FORTUNATELY for my neighbors, I am not a tuba player. My musical activities have been limited to the 
octaves above the realms of the basses. 
However, there have been a few occasions 
on which I have worn the brass tubes, 
and the deep satisfaction that I have felt 
has prompted the writing of these verses: 
Song of the Tuba Player 
If you're under the impressjon 
That the very worst profession 
Is the job of playing tuba in the band, 
Be assured that I'm requited 
With a thrill that the benighted 
Uninitiated cannot understand. 
I'll admit that for parading 
Or for strolling serenading 
Forty pounds of bass is quite a load to tote, 
But when merrily I'm blowing, 
My cup's filled to overflowing 
With a joy that grows with each deep-throated 
note. 
While the trumpeters are straining 
Every muscle and obtaining 
No results in their attempts to hit high "C," 
I shun all such futile notions 
And give vent to my emotions 
By emitting a mellifluous low "G." 
While trombonists are expending 
All their efforts and contending 
With the euphonists in tones that blare and 
shout, 
I look on at the defiant 
Sides, and like a playful giant, 
With a rumbling chuckle drown both sections out. 
out. 
So, fo.r deeply-rooted pleasure 
I've a silver-plated treasure 
That I wouldn't trade for any earthly prize, 
For when coils of brass entwine me, 
\Vorldly bonds cannot confine me 
And I soar beyond the limits of the skies. 
* + * * 
SAINT PATRICK'S DAY is a day on which one may expect a few minor miracles." Here 
are some that had the Parade crowds baffled: 
Miracle L The vanishing act performed by the 
sun. 
Miracle 2. The apparently inexhaustible flow of 
liquid cheer from the little black hack in the 
Third Division. 
Miracle 3. The ability of the bands to produce 
music despite the zero weather and the 
howling gales. (Sure, there were a few blue 
notes-blue with the cold. And who wasn't?) 
* * * • 
Blue with the cold the Irish may have been, but 
not the least bit blue in spirit. No, when Gael 
meets gale the wind is likely to finish second best. 
"' * * * 
Victory · 
T HE question, voiced with hope and Cleft th' atmosphere 
fear, 
And sought the lovely list'ning ear 
So close to me. 
My future in that lady's choice 
Hung. Would she bid my heart rejoice? 
Would tell-tale glance precede her voice? 
I strove to see. 
But all I saw was beauty, grace, 
An e,.'Cquisite, celestial face 
Crowned with gold and set in lace-
How throbbed my heart! 
"Ah," cried I, "hear me, gracious dame, 
"My life can never be the same 
If, losing that for which I came, 
I must depart." 
Would Beauty heed my frantic plea? 
Why, why so hesitated she? 
Would bliss or woe be her decree? 
How tense the hush! 
At last! At last the lady spake. 
"Yes," answered she, "yes, for your sake, 
Tho' others scoff, I'll gladly take 
A Fuller brush!' . 
· • .o:!':..{~ I 
't..i 
- ~-
convert, former English army officer) Bruce & 
Co. ~1.50 Milwaukee 1936. He discusses the 
eloquent position of the authors in Catholicism 
as well as in literature. He makes a startling 
conclusion, that would be worth our while to 
note: Chaucer, according to Colby, died a Cath-
olic. He reaffirms the belief that Shakespeare 
lived and died a Cat11olic. 
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Between 
The Covers 
By Richard Marsh 
T H E last three or four years has witnessed, among other things, the publication of many books by foreign cor-
respondents. Some have been very successful while 
others have merely wasted their valuable time. Among the 
more popular of recent works by foreign correspondents are 
the two following books: "One American" by Frazier Hunt 
and "Red Star Over China" by Edgar Snow. 
Frazier Hunt has written one of the best of journalistic auto-
biographies. "One American-And His Attempt at Educa-
tion" has the advantage of the rich material in the author's 
possession. As a rule. the newspaper or magazine which hires 
a man to go to Ru sia or Italy Jikes to have him remain 
upon his particular assignment and not go roving all over the 
world. Frazier Hunt, in recent years, seems to have had the 
privilege of more or less picking his own spots. As a result 
we have the journal of a man who has seen both Moscow and 
Mexico in their most exciting moments. Hunt has been around 
the world a couple of times and taken long caravan treks 
across our own country. In his time he has met and inter-
viewed an imposing list of world notables. But a man could 
do this and till bring back insufficient material to fill a book. 
It is not enough to see and hear. Frazier Hunt's conversa-
tions with the great ones of the earth are important because 
he is quite a person himself. It is true that parts of the book 
have been enlivened by the observation of thrilling events, it 
is also to be noted that some of the be t portions of "One 
American" are those about the life of a lad in a small Indiana 
town. 
IT is not often that a book scores a "beat" in the journalistic sense of the word. Here is one that does it, and also is 
not likely, as is the case with so many "news" books, to be 
declared false by an unexl)Ccted turn of events. Edgar Snow, 
author of "Red Star Over China," the region where for some 
years the so-called Communists had been holding out against 
the nationali t government. There he dug in, and stayed, 
until he was able to bring .out the first coherent explanation 
of a movement and a war that had puzzled the world. ·what 
he found was a semi-revolution and an organization so Chinese 
in its character as to suggest that "Communist" was an in-
accurate term of de cription. What he got was the history of 
one of the epic retreats of history-when the leaders of the 
movement were driven across a third of a continent to take 
a new stand, and what he brought out with him was an e.x-
planation of how and why these a-called Red forces were 
able to cooperate with a government that had fought them; 
and, still more important ,a first-hand description of their 
leaders, and of the remarkable system of guerilla warfare 
they had developed, with such startling success. But all China 
is now turning to guerilla warfare, and it is Chu Teh, the 
hero of Mr. Snow' book, and the leader of the Communist 
armies, whose name is now appearing in the press reports as 
the model and a leader of China's new system of defense. 
Hence, while the whole Chinese situation has changed since 
this book was written, the explanation of much that is happen-
ing and a close-up of new China which is likely to remain after 
the Japanese have reached their high-water mark, will be found 
in its pages. 
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FOR cveral year various per on- have asked if there was any memorial to the patron of the chool on the prcmi e!l. Of cour e there wa none. Nething 
about John Carroll save an unreliable painting. This past January something 
was done to erect such a memorial. 
Mr. James Wil on, Pre ident of the Cia of '39 appointed a committee headed 
by Mr. David \V. Ferrie, with the following members: Philip Lawton, Gene 
Kirby, Paul Seliskar, Harry Me · amee and Gene Zannoni. It wa the task of 
this group to inquire whether or not it wa possible for the tudcnts to erect 
uch a memorial to John Carroll. 
After that sugge tion were received concerning the memorial. By universal 
agreement, it was decided to erect a statue. Plans for the s tatue were submitted 
and a drawing accepted. The s tatue will be carved from the most beautiful hard-
wearing stone that can be procurred-Vermont Granite. The memorial will 
represent Bishop John Carroll standing in full episcopal regalia, with hi hand 
extended in ble ing. The statue will measure about even feet in height, resting 
on a four foot pedestal. 
T HE statue is Gothic in character to conform with the Tudor-Gothic of the arch itecture of the University buildings. The straight lines beginning in the 
pede tal, empha ized by the Gothic panels rise to a point in the mitre on the 
Bishop's head, thu completing the Gothic scheme. 
The cost of the statue will be approximately twenty-fi\·e hundred dollars. The 
committee, feeling that an independent and unorganized endeavor of this kind 
could not successfully complete its task, has decided to call upon the alumni and 
friends of the University to solicit their support. 
ln order that those who are approached may have a full knowledge of the cam-
paign, the committee is issuing a pamphlet entitled "The Carroll Memorial." 
This booklet contains the full story of why the statue is being erected as well as 
an outline of the campaign for funds. 
\Vhen all of the funds shall have been gathered, the committee hopes to publish 
a handsome volume containing a ketch of Archbishop John Carroll's life as 
well as a hi story of the univer ity named in his honor. The names of the friend 
who assi ted in this endeavor shall be placed in the book. 
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Julius Caesar 
- Wi~hou~ Scenery 
Anonymous 
TO the ancient Greek , the play or tra~edy which was was presented ior the enjoyment of the populace, wa a wondrous production. It embodied trcmendou ly pcr-
pect performances on the part of those ancient the pians he-
cause of the lack of scenery and the various devices by means 
of which the actors were able to literally tran. port their audi-
ences to the land of make believe. The Romans watched their 
dramas under the same handicap , but none the le s appre-
ciated them. Then the drama died, or rather lay dormant for 
several hundred years during the }.fiddle and Dark Agel until 
it was revived in the performances of the Miracle Play·. 
Gradually these ~firacle Plays began to evolve from the stand-
point of scenery. Their actors realized the handicap which 
they were performing. Gradually the u e of scenery developed 
until in our modern day we hav eset before our eyes the 
lavish stage setting of our legitimate theatre. 
Recently the trend ha been away from the u c of scenery, 
rather, has begun to draw away. This is e,·idenced by a cycle 
of plays which has made it appearance recently iu Fr. 
Malachy's ").firacle Play" and Orson \Veil'. "Julius Caesar.'' 
Both of these plays have been showing recently in Chicago 
and have literally taken the town by torm. The:e plays usc 
no scenery to help them portray their characters. .'-\ 11 the 
desired effect are obtained by the u e of lights and music. 
"Juliu Caesar" was particularly -triking. In its portrayal of 
the popular play of Shake ·peare, the group puts forth one 
scene which particularly strikes the emotions of the audience. 
That is the scene where Cinna the poet i · accosted by the 
street rabble. The actor brings forth the inten e emotion in 
the scene by the inflections of his voice accompanied with 
the deep tempered music of the orche tra. I am not fully 
capable to pre ent to you a review of these place which would 
do justice to them. One really has to see them to appreciate 
them. The acting i- superb, and the harmoniou blending of 
the actions, voice, and music combined with the lighting effect 
by actors in treet clothes, well, the combination ju t leave 
one speechless. 
Most Anything 
By Norm Perritore 
Heard In The Dorm 
"Is this dance formal, or can I wear my old clothes?" 
"\Vhat do you do with your old razor blades?" 
"Shave with them, mostly." 
* • * * 
Poet:ry ••• 
Poetry doe n't alway rhyme. 
And that' the trouble with it. 
For if it would always rhyme. 
There'd be no trouble to it. 
J. c. 
* * * • 
ME!\IORIE of that last t. Patrick" Day: -Evcrybody in school wearing green but the very few Irish Stu· 
deuts 
None of the hoys in the parade were staggering anyway we hope. 
And did Bock Beer make a grand entranc Whew I 
That Hibernian Dance turned out to be a Carroll affair- almo•t. 
• * • * 
And now introducing little Willie. Be broadminded and give him a break. 
Little Willie in bows and sashe•. 
Fell in the fire and got burned to a,he . . 
[n the winter, when the weather is chilly, 
1 o one likes to stir up \0\' iUie. 
And there'ti ntore to come! 
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News Columnist Discusses War 
By John D. Nichols 
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I
F YOU were broke, downright penniless; if 
you were twenty-one and strong and ~ealthy; 
if you had tried for months to get a JOb and 
had failed; if you were discouraged, unhappy, 
friendless- what would you do if somebody sud-
denly shouted, "America is at war!" How would 
you feel? 
First there would be a sort of emptiness at the 
pit of your stomach like sitting in a dentist's 
office. Your knees would start to wobble and 
maybe you couldn't quite light that last cigarette 
for nobody likes to be a shrapnel target. But as 
the tramp of feet and the pounding of drums 
grows louder you rush off to see the battalions 
go prancing by, music playing, children scream-
ing. You begin to think that those fellows are 
getting three square meals a day and it must be 
fine to stand up straight and march by with 
crowds cheering; you are important then. You 
recall that Papa will go back to the steel mill 
and make a living for mom and little June-for 
they need steel to run a war. And come to think 
of it Uncle Bill out on his farm can now sell his 
potatoes, so war must not be so bad after all, 
heh? 
W ELL you bemuddled economists what 
think you of that ? Do you think that if we 
kill off a few of the surplus youngsters it vill 
right things? Out from the intellectual grab-bag 
theories are pulled and old tombs are dusted off 
and we find that the lad in rags is pretty nearly 
right. Y e a war will stimulate industrial activ-
ity. It will make steel mils roar and s ickles hum. 
Jobs will be plentiful and everybody will be 
working at breakneck speed for there is work to 
be done and a war to be won. 
But the consequences! \Vinners or loosers of 
medals or honor the country would be left in 
a ghastly state. Crippled bodies and torn hearts. 
\Vastes, men, money and machines. Alas, they 
might have been used to occupy idle hands, fill 
peaked mouths, cover shivering shoulders, ease 
racked brains. 
No, quite obviously, one doesn't have to be an 
Adam Smith or a John Stuart Mill to figu re that 
one out. \Var. whatever its immediate returns, 
is not a job-seekers holiday. Destruction will 
not solve a problem of production nor will any 
other iallaciou make-work doctrine. 
T HE ILLUSTRATION serves to make clear 
a point. America is not a poor land. We pos-
ess untold wealth in men and materials, yet our 
country does not enjoy the wellbeing it deserves. 
There is something lacking in the cheme of 
thing and that i a just, well oiled, distributive 
system. In time of war it functions tolerably 
enough. Extraordinary demands are ome how 
met. A huge non producing ma<ihine is main-
tained. \Vhile in times of peace it does a sloppy 
job, failing even to provide a living wage for the 
majority of Americans. 
T HI~K of the enormou agricultural and industrial output exported to feed and clothe 
the armies of the Allies during the World War. 
\Vhat a great mass of surplus wheat, meat, and 
arms were created by the people of the United 
States to meet the emergency and yet at home, 
though material sacrifices were made, workers 
had jobs and there were no bread lines. 
\Vhy is it that we could produce goods for war 
(with equipment inferior to today's) and not for 
peace? Just what is the substance that makes I 
industry chatter? Is it business confidence? Yes. 
Is it hard work? Yes. Is it available men and 
machine ? Yes. Is it co-operation? Yes, it is all 
of these and more. The real answer lies in the 
delicate y tern involving the expan ion and con-
traction of credit, the life blood of a capitalistic 
order. 
DEPRE IO r in America are not natural. They are not caused by a depletion of na-
tural resources, by storms, by drouth, or other 
natural catastr.ophes. They are artifical, being 
brought about by malfunctioning of ocial con-
trols. During busines declines credit becomes 
anemic when red blood is mo t needed in eco-
nomic veins and di parity in purchasing power 
increa es when the lower brackets are most in 
need of an extra pu h. \Vhether caused by ef-
forts greedy or otherwise the condition i per-
nicious. 
Thus we see that during war the fundamental 
obstacles to unhampered production are tem-
porarily removed. The smoke screen of financial 
mismanagement is lifted and the wet blanket of 
low purcha ing power torn away. Thi" i what 
mu t be done in a peaceful order if we are to 
ha,·e permanent pro~pcrity. 
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Who's Who at Carroll Will the Men of America Retain Their Freedom 
Or Shall She Pay Expenses on Every Fourth Date? 
EACH issue the Carroll News presents a man who i king among the en-
iors of the week of that issue. This issue 
we have the privilege of presenting a 
senior, who, besides being tops in the 
\Vho' Who, is a king in his own name. 
He is Robert Hcutsche, King of the 1938 
Carroll Prom. 
Bob, in his twenty-four years of being 
can boast of quite a few accomplishments, 
perhaps, more than the average college 
man of his age. He was born in the town 
of Sharon, Pennsylvania on November 15, 
1914. He entered Lafayette Grade School 
in 1920, and upon graduation from that 
school, enrolled at baron High School 
in the fall of 1938. Bob' high school 
days were actively spent and gave an 
inkling of the activities in which he ·was 
to engage when he finally came to Car-
roll. Athletics occupied most of his time 
at Sharon. He made the varsity squad 
in football for four years straight, and 
played forward on the basketball quads 
for two years, earning his letter in both 
Robert Heutsche 
branches of sports. In his senior year he coached the senior basketball team which 
won the school intramural championship. Music and dramatics were others of his 
extra-curricular activities. He won second place in a state music contest and played 
the male lead in the senior play. 
Upon graduation from high chool, Bob had voluntary military training at the CMTC 
for four years, winning awards each year in rifle shooting, pistol shooting, and ma-
chine gunning. Prom Cra hers beware! While he was still attending the military 
camps, Bob received a second alternates appointment to West Point and attended 
Millard's West Point Prep School in Washington, D. C. Bob did not take the en-
trance examinations and did not enter the Academy for which he says he is glad 
becau e he never would have come to Carroll if he had. He says that Carroll is 
well equipped to train the young man in character and to educate him so that he 
may enter any field and cope with the be t of them. 
When he left Millard's Training School, Bob felt the urge to go to work. He 
secured a job in a Youngstown steel mill and worked as a day laborer. Beyond the 
slight recompense which it afforded him, it gave him nothing mora than a good 
conditioning because there was no opportunity to forge ahead in any line what-
soever. 
And finally we come to the history of Bob at Carroll. He entered the portals of the 
University in the fall of 1934 and enrolled as a freshman in the Ph.B. division. 
Immediately upon entering, he took an interest in the activities which had always 
ir,terested him in previou times. Basketball was the first extra-curricular activity 
to claim his services. In the spring o£ that year he served on his first dance com-
mittee at Carroll, the freshman spring hop. 
In his sophomore: year Bob tran £erred to the Business division hoping to use it is 
a background in future year · in the sales field if he should be unable to enter law 
school . By the way law is the profession which Bob intends to follow when he leaves 
Carroll next June. In that same year Bob's interest in dramatics fo tered in high 
school cropped out again, this time in the form of a part in "Yellow Jacket." This 
year he was again cho en to erve on the sophomore dance committee. 
Junior year the acti\"itie really claimed him. Besides being vice-president of his class 
he was secretary of the Little Theatre Society, Chairman of the }union Ring com-
mittee, member of the Sodality, member of the Gl e Club, and a member of the 
Junior Dance committee. That was a varied year for Bob. Then came senior year. 
This time it was the Senior dance committee which claimed his services, thus making 
a perfect score in dance committees for his four years at Carroll. Then came the 
cro\\ ning achievement of hi college career, Prom King of the 1938 Prom. From the 
indications to date, Bob is putting all the energy of his past accomplishments into 
making thi · coming prom a succe . 
And so, we come to the end of another \Vho's Who. Not, however, before we have 
wished Bob success on hi pre ent venture, the Prom, and in his later ventures in 
life after he has received his BBA degree. 
Frosh Tourney 
(Coutimuod from Page 1) 
at top speed to defeat the field which in-
cluded many debater - who made excellent 
records for themselves in high school de-
bating circles. 
In accordance with the u ual custom, 
members of the var ity debating team 
were a signed to coach the variou teams 
in the tournament. ln thi way fre hman 
debaters were able to benefit from the 
experience of the older men. The win-
ners were coached by Val Deale, and the 
finalist by Vincent Forne , prominent 
debators and members of the senior cia s. 
Senior debaters acted as ju.dges through-
out the tourney ,and capably judged the 
topic which they them elves debated. The 
final contest wa. judged by Thomas K. 
l\f. Victory, Thomas Osborne, and Carl 
Defranco, prominent senior debaters. 
Sodality Trip-
(Co111i111t£'<f from Pagi! 1) 
i~hed a a thing which is the e sence 
of evil, but rather as something which 
is good in itself, and only its abuse 
makes it sinful. Leave the taking of 
pledges to the sodali t's own judg-
ment and common sen e." Rambousek 
succeeded in presenting a resolution 
that the odality as a whole give its 
upport to the \.Yorld Wide movement 
for Peace and particularly to the 
movement in this country. 
Rambousek also presented the official 
report of the Committee on Democracy 
and Politics to the group. 
The convention which lasted for two 
days, opening Saturday morning and 
closing unday evening, was the reg-
ular bi-yearly convention held for the 
college sodalities of the United tates. 
Thirteen tates were represented with 
an aggregate membership at the Mor-
ris on Hotel of over twenty-five hun-
dred students. 
Xavier Club 
Maps Program 
THE 1[ission section ef the Sodality 
at the suggestion of Tom Osborne has 
been renamed the Xavier Club in honor 
of the great St. Francis Xavier the 
famous Mis ionary of Indiana. The 
program con i ·ts in a serie of meet-
ings to be held at the homes of the 
members. The first meeting was held 
at the home of the Moderator, Rev. 
Father Hodous, and the new mode of 
informal gathering was unanimou ly 
approved. The purpose of the society 
is to aid the Patna Mission financially, 
if pos ible. but primarily by the spir-
itual efforts of the members, 
FROM time immemoral, the man has always been the stronger of the two 
sexes. He has protected the weaker? 
half of the world in peace, in war, and 
in time of tribulation. When he courted 
her he protected her and paid all ex-
penses on a date. ow, since the girls 
of our generation are demand ing equal-
ity in politics, in religion, in fact in 
everything worthwhile, (they are•even 
smoking pipes now) the question has 
arisen as to why a girl should not foot 
the bill on a date once in a while. The 
system has been tried out in an Indiana 
University, whereby the girl pays for 
every fourth date she has with a fel-
low. Several opinions have advanced 
on the subject, one of the more inter-
esting of which was that by practicing 
this system the fellow gives the girl 
more of a stranglehold on the boy than 
she has now. That explains the head-
line on this article. We should appre-
ciate your comments on this subject, 
no matter how strong or rabib. Now 
for a concensus of opinion at Carroll. 
FOR 
Jay Carroll, Senior Class Prexy: "Great 
ideal When you haven't the money it 
helps a Jot. It is democratic and is right 
in line with the equality of the sexes." 
Jim Callahan, Business Manager of the 
Annual: "Darn good idea if you are 
'Going steady' with the maiden. In 
fact it's a good idea if you're living off 
the folks and have more than one date 
a week." 
Joe Palguta, Capta in of the '37 Blue 
Streaks: "Looks plenty good tonight, 
even if it is a penalty on the gal for 
more than three times out." 
George Kennelley, brawny tackle on the 
Streaks: "Nice work if you can get it." 
Joe Hoctor, New Yorker, star JayCee 
halfback: '"Great stuff, but it seems to 
me to be a lot of punishment to take 
for one date." 
Jack Forham, President of the Class of 
on to believe that he isn't wasting his 
time and money all the time." Ed. Note: 
just time. 
AGAINST 
Tim Victory, Editor of the Carillon: 
"Utterly absurd idea with no merit 
whatsoever. It restricts the freedom of 
choice in companionship. It is a stupid 
idea that destroys the age old chivalry 
between the sexes by meddling with 
conventions." 
Val Deale, Vice President of the Ora-
torical Society: "It is a point of honor 
fo r a young man to escort 'milady'-
a privilege which he holds in high 
esteem and disdains to vulgarize by 
such systematized bartering. Good 
taste, chivalry, even the twentieth cen-
tury variety, though they do not ex-
clude the possibility of a gi rl inviting 
a fellow out, positively do exclude any 
obligation on her part to do so." 
Paul Minarik, former editor of this rag, 
the Carroll News: "If I were asked this 
question by a nice young thing of 
artistic lines, and pleasant features, I 
would be against it all the way. If I 
were asked by a newspaper man, I 
would be for it. Ed. Note. He was 
asked by a reporter for the News (Car-
rol) so apparently he is aga inst it. 
Tom Corrigan, Secretary of the Junior 
Class: '"Theoritically absurd and prac-
tically impossible. I'm for it, but all my 
girl friends are against it." 
Cecil Henley, man about town: "This 
would be most confusing for those who 
play the field. It would require a staff 
of accountants to determine who would 
take whom out at any certain time, for 
those who stepped out rather often." 
Jim Wilson, President of the Junior 
Class: "I an1 against any such non-
sen ical idea. I would never sell my 
freedom of choice by forcing my com-
pany on a girl at her expense, for any 
number of free dates." 
'41: "Darn good idea. It gives a fellow One who prefers for various reasons to 
a little encouragement and lead~ him remain anonymous: "I am defiinitely 
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against it for the reason that dates 
with girls under such circumstances 
would be more unbearable if she were 
paying for every fourth date than they 
are at present when the fellow pays 
all the expenses and takes a lot of back 
talk. On the other hand, it is good be-
cause it gives that sweet young bit of 
a thing a chance to provide for an eve-
ning's entertainment something other 
than her 'per onality, companionship, 
and charm.' " 
On the Fence 
(Because we don't know what it 
means.) 
John D. Nichols, Columnist, Economist 
and other stuff: "The financial condi-
tions of courtship being of great im-
portance, any concession made by the 
young lady merits utmost and profound 
considerat ion. Economically speaking, 
due to the devastating influence of a 
current recession, the proposal cannot 
but deserve favorable comment. It is 
conceivable, however that from the so-
cial and ethical point of view it may 
meet valid objections." 
Spanish Club· 
(Couti11ued from Page 1) 
one year of Spanish; the junior members 
will be those who have completed one 
semester of Spanish and the honorary 
members will be the professors of Span-
ish and other members of the faculty who 
have a knowledge o£ Spanish and life in 
Spanish speaking countries. At present 
the club includes only the second year 
Spanish students. The freshmen will be 
accepted into the club as soon as the 
processes of formation have been com-
pleted. 
Besides the work of drafting a constitu-
tion the last two meetings on Man:h 18th 
and 25th have also been used to investi-
gate and discuss the opportune question 
of the Spanish Civil War. 
50 pipefuls of frqt'&Dt tobacco ba every 2-oa. tin of Prince Albert 
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Sport:ing 
Along 
By George Otto 
\Vith the hockey season at an end 
it might be worthwhile to remi-
nisce a bit on Carroll's first ven-
ture into the new sport, pointing 
out a few of the difficulties they 
encountered. \Vhile the Streaks 
finished fir t in the Ohio-Penn 
league and can boas t of a record 
of nine victories, two ties and a 
single defeat, there are still one or 
two facts which puzzled the fans 
in the latter part of the season. 
A spectator at the Carroll games 
after their month layoff in Feb-
ruary will agree that the Streaks 
were (never) the same team they 
were before. Excuse was offered 
that the boys were rus ty, but a 
more pertinent reason could be 
s ummed up in the word-Coach-
ing. The hockey team was un-
questionably handled in an un-
orderly fa hion in the later part 
of the season. At the beginning 
of the year the Big-Four Schools 
were assigned individual 'mem-
bers of the Cleveland professional 
team as coaches, more of a pub-
licity act than giving the schools 
an instructor who would be avail-
able at all the games, helping at 
the practices, and in general, tak-
ing an intere tin the teams. Now 
the e men know the game as it is 
played, but the question of how much 
time they could devote to training a col-
lege team was not taken into consider-
ation. When the Streaks traveled to 
Pittsburgh for their contests with Du-
quesne, Carnegie Tech, and Pitt, Herb 
Bee, football trainer at Carroll, and a 
man with a lot of years of hockey be-
hind him, was responsible 
1 
for those 
hard fought victories. But at the Arena 
games it was Robertson or Duiguid 
who handled the team. Again at the 
practice sessions Frankie Gaul would 
often coach the boys. The whole affair 
resulted in a case of "too many cooks 
spoiling the soup.'' 
Another cry from the fan s was the 
lateness of game time. The Reserve 
fray last week did not get under way till 
pas t 10 o'clock. Now it is a fact that 
players are not apt to be at their best 
at such an hour of the night. The long 
wait until late in the evening has a 
tendency to weaken the eagerness of 
the players and lessen their vitality. 
Moreover, the question of training and 
watching their health is an important 
factor in an athlete's life. 
The system of playoffs rises another 
objection. Instead of following the pro-
fessional system of total goals scored 
in two games, would it not be easier 
to play one game eliminations in col-
lege fashion? If financial reasons serve 
as the motive for extending the playoff 
over a long series of games it can hard-
ly be justified. Again the scheduling of 
an All-Star game envolving players of 
a team still engaged in the playoff be-
fore the final championship game is 
played is unwise. A possible injury may 
jeopardise the chances of a school from 
winning the championship. 
Other factS could be discussed includ-
ing the unbalanced schedule, the oppor-
tunities of practice, the condition of the 
ice after three previous games on the 
same night, the question of honoring 
the student pass books and the profes-
sional style of officiating, but these may 
be overlooked (as unavoidable mis-
takes) in the hurry to fashion out a 
new sport in the Brg-Four. In fact con-
gratulations are in order for those men 
who prompted and made possible the 
introduction of hockey into collegiate 
circles, and attained the success it gain-
ed ih its initial test. Here's hoping that 
next year will be even mor~ successful. 
THE CARROLL TEW~ 
The Best Line In the Business! 
Left to right: }oh9 Manof ky, Fred Rancourt, Ed Arsena nit 
--------------------~~ 
Spring's Early 
Arrival St:art:s 
Softball Action 
Chocolate ice-cream , ping-pong, and hard body-checking are Johnny 
Manofsky's favorite pa time . Hailed as one of the nl'o t vicious back-
checking forwards in the Leagne, John enjoys nothing so much as a 
hard clean body-check. He was brought up on hockey in \\'arren, 
Ohio where he played right wing on the vVarren Hockey Club. 
The sudden appearance of spring 
makes it possible for the annual 
intramural soft-ball contest to get 
underway early this year. The Ath-
letic Office has announced that, bar-
ring unfavorable weather, softball 
will start next Monday. Teams wishing 
to play are asked to register at the soda 
fountain before Friday. 
Twelve men and a manager will com-
pose each team. On the average a team 
will play one game a week. Balls, bats, 
and officials will be supplied by the Ath-
SCRIMMAGE 
At the football meeting Mon-
day Coach Tom Conley announc-
ed that 'football practice will con-
tinue for four weeks. The squad, 
he announced, will be cut after 
two weeks of work. The first 
scrimmage is due to come off this 
afternoon. Another is set for Fri-
day, and three planned for next 
week. 
letic Office. Only those teams who prom-
ise to go through the whole season 
irregardless of defeats are asked to enter. 
It was planned to stage volley ball games 
in the gym, but because of the mild 
weather the games will be held outside. 
As many as twenty men can play at a 
time. The Intramural track meet will be 
held about May 15. The site is as yet 
undetermined. 
Foreigners Capt:ure 
lnt:ramural Cage Tit:le 
In the play-offs determining the 
winner of the Intramural basketball 
Gaul to Hold 
Frosh Boxing 
Tournament 
Although most of the school actlvt-
ties will be occupied with spring 
football practice, tennis, and golf, 
Frank Gaul, a sistant football coach 
and physical ed ucation instructor, i 
now making plans for the annual 
freshman bqxing tournament. 
A tentative date for the holding of this 
tournament has not been determined as 
yet but Coach Gaul believes it will get 
under way shortly after the Easter vaca-
tion in the Carroll gym. Pairings will be 
fixed by blind drawings and the matches 
will be fought in an el imination series 
under Marquis of Queensbury rules. 
Last Year's Show 
Filled With Action 
Last year's little publicized tournament 
received wide support not only from the 
freshmen but also from upper-classmen 
as well. Winners of respective weight 
classes were awarded medals. The form 
displayed last year by Johnny Manofsky 
and Jack Dwyer possessed all the ear-
marks of future .slugging champions. This 
pair met later on the annual Knights of 
Columbu boxing card for the school 
title. Another highlight of Ia t year's 
tournament was the battle between AI 
Buccilli and Joe Longo. Both Buccilli 
and Longo were Golden Glovers. Longo, 
however, injured his shoulder in the open-
ing rounds of his match with AI and lost 
the decision. The only K.O. was that 
tournament Lou Gliha's Foreigners, registered by Bernie Petty at the expense 
paced by J ohnny Freedman, beat the of Geo. Schriner. The comic element was 
Whirlwinds and thereby became the provided by Jack Malaney and John 
Intramural champs for the year. Mohan who waltzed through their bout 
Th pe · t t th '"I · 1 with the greatest of ease. From the man-e o nmg game wen o e vv 11r -
winds 22-18. Jack De Wan lead the vic- ner in which the freshmen are now per-
forming in gym class this year's tourna-
tors with 12 points while Johnny Freed-
man collected 6 for the losers. In the ment ought to be crammed full with sim-
e d Gl .h d F ed f d ilar feats of sportsmanship and ability, s con game 1 a an re man oun thrills, and excitement. 
the range and the Foreigners came out 
on top 29-21. T~e third and deciding All freshmen interested hould leave their 
game saw Gliha and Freedman, each col- name with F rank Gaul or Frank Devlin, 
lecting thirteen points, once again the specifying in what weight class they wish 
leaders as the Foreigners drove to vic-! to perform. \V eight classes will be fly-
tory and top honors. The score was 39-34 weight, 112 lb . ; bantam, 118 lb . ; feather, 
and, even if it does sound trite, Tryon's 126 lbs.; lightweight, 135 lbs.; welter, 
outfit went down fighting. Noel starred 147 lbs.; middleweight, 160 lbs.; light 
for the Whirlwinds in the final games. hea>yweight, 175 Jbs., and heavyweight. 
John is often overlooked as a member 
of Carroll's first team front line, but his 
passing ability is certainly an impor-
tant item in Carroll's li t of attributes. 
With three goals and four assists to his 
credit, Manof ky is recognized as a 
better than average wing. 
Due to his type of vicious, hard play, 
Johnny takes a greater beating during a 
hockey game than any other player on 
the team. The day after a particularly 
tough game, his body is just one rna s 
of bruises, and he is so tiff, that he is 
barely ab le to walk. However, he views 
this stoically as a necessity to victory. 
He is the type of player who is willing 
to give all and do all fo r his school. 
* * * * Fred (01' Ross) Rancourt, as tough 
a's the animal he is nick-named for, is 
one of the teadiest players on Carroll's 
highly touted hockey team. Almost never 
in the penalty-box, Ross plays a clean, 
quiet game. His dead ly accuracy from 
the blue-line makes him a constant scor-
ing threat to the opposition, and his per-
fect co-ordination and timing make him 
the most dangerous center in the Ohio-
Penn Hockey League. Rancourt learned 
his hockey at \Vaterbury, Maine, where 
he was acclaimed one of the best defense 
men to ever body-check a charging wing 
in the high . chool league. 01' Hos ac-
quired his first pair of kates when he 
was six year old, and scored his first 
goal at the age of nine. Yep, they start 
'em early up in 11aine. 
When Fred arrived at Carroll, it was 
hinted that he should take out citizen-
ship papers, a he came from Maine, but 
it wa soon learned that even if his state 
wasn't all American, 01' Ross certainly 
was. 
Reaching his heights in the two Du-
quesne games, when defensive work was 
most important, the 11aine Menace proved 
his courage in turning back attack after 
attack. In the first game,' he personally 
stopped at least' four ure-fire Duke at-
tack , and in the Ia t game, playing with 
a brui ·ed hip, Fred was in every melee, 
breaking up passes, body-checking cleanly 
and viciously, and doing some fancy 
puck-carrying of his own. 
Fred Rancourt is seen as an important 
cog in Carroll's football machine. In-
juries kept him out of most of the games 
last fall, but he'll be there with vengeance 
in the coming eason. 
* * * * Edward Arsenault hardly needs an in-
troduction to anyone who has followed 
college sports during the past year. Poten-
tially one of the greatest backs ever to 
be produced at Carroll, Eddie was named 
on one All-Big Four football team. A 
(Co11tinued 011 Page 6) 
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Carroll Wins 
Division Title 
In Overtime 
\\' el\. they did it. Last night at the 
1\rena, John Carroll's Blue Streak-
ers went out and streaked away with 
the championship of the we<;tern 
division of the Ohio-Penn Col-
legiate Hockey League by beating 
\\ 'estern Re·en·e Uni\'er·ity in an 
O\'ertimc game. 2-1. 
.\s usual the goal getting wa - done by 
Eddie Arsenault. He ~cored the fir. t one 
at 3:40 of the third p~:riod on an assi·t 
from John }.!anofsky, and the second at 
46 seconds of the overtime on an as. is\ 
from Fred '·lloss" Rancourt. 
Carroll Teamwm·k 
Responsible for Victory 
Howe1·er, the game was marked by the 
exceptional teamwork di played by the 
Carroll players. Opening with an as ault 
on the Re erve goal that kept the puck in 
Re erve territory throughout mo. t of the 
first period and which forced Bill Berk-
ley, the Reserve goalie, to perform acro-
batics before the net to ·tave off seeming-
ly sure goals, Carroll held the offensive 
throughout. 
Berkley, incidently, silenced critics who 
did not believe him worthy of the All 
tar rating given him in the coaches' 
poll, by hi phenomenal play. 
Re. erve' goal was scored unassisted by 
George Grabner at 7 :II of the third 
period. He whistled the puck in from 
the board at the blue line. 
New Ice Contributes 
To Fast Game 
For the first time since the sea on' 
opener, Carroll, last night, played on new 
icc. This had two notable effects on the 
game: Fit"t, the game was fa ter; and 
second, the players did not tire a· read-
ily. This, combined with the fact that 
both team were keyed up for the game, 
produced a contest that was by far the 
outstanding one since the season opened. 
Though the game was hard fought, it 
was exceptionally clean. Only three pen-
alties were called, and, after the game, 
members of both teams engaged in friend-
ly embraces and handclasps, as gestures 
of good feeling. 
Fil·st Game 
Ends in Draw 
A week ago Ia t night Carroll opened 
the play-off series aganist the Redcats 
with a 2 to 2 tie. From the spectator's 
standpoint the game lacked the fire and 
fury present in the earlier meetings of 
the two schools. This may have been 
btcause the fans were weary of hockey 
after watching the two thrilling high 
school game which preceded the Carrvl!-
Reserve affair. Both teams seemed to be 
(>laying a cautious defensive game and 
it was .rare that play on the ice brought 
the stands to their feel. 
Rancourt, Arsenault 
Score for Carroll 
Carroll almost scored in the first period 
when Arsenault batted in a pass from 
Rancourt . The goal was ruled out be-
cause of the fact that Ed had to lift hi· 
stick higher than his shoulder to put the 
disk in. Thb play, in the opinion of 
many, was the most thrilling of the game. 
In the econd period the boys opened up 
and Rancourt on an a si t from Johnny 
Manof ky put Carroll in the lead with 
a goal. A short time after Arsenault 
twisted and turned hi· way through the 
Resen·e defense to score unas i>ted. 
Redeals Tie Game 
In Final Period 
With the op~:ning of the final period the 
Streaks seemed on their way to victory. 
However, an overlapping penalty enabled 
Carran to put the puck past Ryan [or 
the Redcats' first goal. About three min-
utes later Dowling, assisted by Jack Gor-
man, tied the game up. In the over-time 
period both teams played defensive hochey 
and their minor skirmishes went for 
noght. 
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Gomer Unearths 
Freshmen Stars 
\\'ith the la~t sound of the swish of the 
meshes and the thud of the ball against 
the hardwood dying away in the di lance, 
one proud indtvidual by the name of 
Gomer Jones, freshman basketball coach, 
has ventured out on a limb to predict the 
future of some of his charges in the world 
of basketball. 
In the opinion of Jones, Freedman. \Vo -
nak, and McLaughl in seem to be the 
farthest ahead of any of the freshmen in 
the race for a position on the varsity team 
ne;xt year. Their play has scintillated in 
the various games with other teams and 
in the scrimmages with the varsity during 
practice se ion . Freedman and W osnak 
are well-known in thi city for their out-
statld ing play at Holy Name and Lincoln 
respectively. hfcLaughlin acquired his 
basketball skill in Erie, Pennsylvania and 
was a unanimous choice for All-State 
rating there. 
Beside the e three there arc De Loretto, 
Noel, and Lombardi whose fine floor 
work and shooting cannot be overlooked. 
In Coach ]one ' estimation, De Loretto 
was the be~t long hot artist on the team. 
He, however, transferred from Ohio Uni-
versity at the beginning of this semester 
and will therefore be lo t to the var ity 
next year because of a Ohio Conference 
rule. oel and Lombardi are fast and 
cool and should develop into excellent 
varsity material. 
Coach Jane has fount.! much delight in 
narrating the fact that his charges have 
during several practice sessions lead the 
varsity and outplayed them all the way. 
At any rate these facts only go to prove 
that this year' fre hman material will be 
a big help to Tom Conley in bringing 
back next year' Big Four basketball 
championship for the Blue and Gold. 
The following men comprised the squad 
roster: Carl Wosnak, Johnny Freedman, 
Paul Lombardi, Nickey McLaughlin, 
George Noel, Carl Estenick, AI DiLoretto, 
Joe Ka unic, JerryJ 'olan, Frank 
O'Brien, AI Marcus, Chuck Sheehe, and 
Tom Meagher. 
·.··· : :~: =~ ~ ' : . :. :·:. :: . 
THE CARROLL EWS 
Eight Players Eddies' Dashes 
W. C L tt Give Line St:ing 1n age e ers --
c Co11ti11ucd from Page 5) 
When the Carroll Athletic Board ne..xt 
meets they will officially indorse the fol-
fO\\ ing men as eligible to receive basket-
ball letters; Capt. Dan Mormillc, John 
Dromo, Ray McGorray, Bill Young, AI 
Sutton, Jack Spallino. Bill Thoma , and 
Slim Rudich. These men have fulfilled 
the requirements of playing one hundred 
and twenty minutes. 0£ these players 
only one, Mormile, will be mi ·smg next 
year when the cagcrs will undertake an 
ambition schedule. If present plans ma-
tenalize Carroll will play about t\\enty 
or twenty two games next season. Al-
ready lined up are the local Big Four 
teams, Wooster, \Vittcnbcrg, and 1fari-
etta. A trip through Pennsylvania dur-
ing which the boys will play a Sunday 
afternoon game is al o on deck. Coach 
Tom Conley ha promi eel that he will do 
all in his power to persuade the Arena I 
to honor student pa s book at next year's I 
basketball games. 
triple threat man, he is feared especially 
as a broken field runner. This same ability 
to dodge and shift without eeming effort 
brought ElusiYe Eddie fame in local 
hockey circles. 
Arsenault leads the Ohio-Penn hockey 
league with 32 goal . These were scored 
in a series of 12 games, a neat average 
of 2.25 goals per game, which is not to 
be sneered at in any man's league. 
Eddie come from \Vinslow, Maine, where 
TENNIS 
About twenty-two men re-
sponded to Capt. T ryon's call for 
candidates for the t ennis team. 
The boys have been practicing at 
Gray's Armory. I n about three 
weeks the squad will be cut. 
he starred in football, hockey, and was 
the be. t pole-vaulter in hi local high 
school loop. Ed has a peculiar Q11ality, in 
that he not only likes all ~ports, but i 
ne\ er satisfied unles he is outstanding in 
each one. 
He is well known, c. pccially for hi- bril-
liant solo dashes through all kind o( de-
fensive men in hockey. Frequently, he 
corners the puck down behind his own 
goal, outskates the three forwards, shfits 
in between the two dcfen ive back-check-
ers, and beat· the goalie with hi. sizzling 
corner shots. Another patented Ar-enault 
feature is a backhanded shot from the 
blue line. While the oppo~ition is con-
gregating to body-check him. he stops 
and shoots before anyone suspects what is 
happening. 
Edward is especially a cool brained 
player, having received but one penalty 
in the course of his college hockey ca-
reer. 
Arsenault ha been favorably remarked 
upon by everal professional hockey play-
ers, and one of the Barons' stars was 
heard commenting: "That boy certainly 
has big league stuff in him." 
Mild ripe tobaccos .. and 
/ 
pure cigarette paper 
.... these Chesterfield 
ingredients are the best 
a cigarette can have 
..... :·:::.: . .":.·.'": 
Copyright 1938, L!GGBIT &< M Y!ItS T OBACCO Co, 
• • Chesterfields 
. . the reason they give so many smokers 
more pleasure ... is the full flavor and aroma 
of mild ripe home-grown and aromatic Turk· 
ish tobaccos, blended like no other cigarette. 
The Champagne cigarette paper used 
in making Chesterfields is pure . . . it 
burns without taste or odor . .. its the 
best cigarette paper money can buy . 
. . . you'll find MORE PLEASURE in 
Chesterfields milder better taste 
